
DOWN
2. Drug that wakes up Superman’s foe, Mr. Weasley (hyph.) 
3. Raised grain eaten by the Cuban and others (2 wds., abbr.)  
4. Priest claiming one church is where Quixote was (2 wds.)
5. Hide from yeti obstructing upset ice queen’s walkway 
6. One Mrs. French adopting popular sitcom’s clichéd line
   (2 wds.)
7. Deride youngsters somersaulting around beam (2 wds.)  
8. Survey about MDMA fit into envelope (hyph.)
9. Quality of a local’s absurdly inane vests
14. Greek characters correct blunder produced by a radio or
   TV anchor’s colleague
16. Arles is remarkably similar to outer space
19. Tin pig between pair of idols towards the middle of the
   ship
21. Roosevelt and you, inhaling aroma
22. Cinch clothes of European person who hangs ten, mostly
23. Wild larks in a country near India (2 wds.)
25. Rating unclad American people in Japan
26. Admit quiet trio of Uintas without flip-flops (2 wds.)
29. Grind minute stuff

ACROSS
1. Future attorney Jay who tells jokes from the other aide
   (hyph.)
5. Member of the band Heart who sang “Lawns In No 
   Disarray” (2 wds.)
10. Musical about, centrally, snottier nonsense (2 wds.)
11. Tale starts to name heavenly food
12. Some mothers note the error-free economist (2 wds.)
13. Seraph disheartened Connecticut religious group  
15. Term preceding “land” doubled large letter just before E
   (hyph.) 
17. Excellent, excellent game of Asta’s Pivoting Arch
18. Wonky-looking zee in mag that’s not pointed (hyph.)
20. Better after a prim, unplanned performance
24. Right next to poi, unlined containers will display birds
25. Frink fan kissing long-absent retro chanteuses
27. Moors discussed those who tend to the tiling
28. In Argentina, hep, adult men will describe Thailand 
30. To spot a creature whose ear is ridden in at Disneyland
31. Reaching new heights after college handyman finally 
   stops cutting branches off 
32. Rohrer mistakenly ignoring first-class mistake
33. Unit initially covered by semi-mulish British boot
34. Corrects letters from Reds, sometimes repeatedly?
35. Herb, people yodel a little, by the way   

Sure, our new headquarters are a bit loftier than before,
but we can set our sights even higher. Specifically: 

(2) Of course, this is just a two-dimensional map. For 
the third dimension, note that the wordplay for each 
Down clue not used in (1) yields a letter sequence with 
one extra letter; enter this extra letter on the thin grid 
line in the position where it occurs. Bottom to top, these
letters will say what sort of climb is involved in getting 
to that new HQ.
(3) Finally, in addition to solving space, our new HQ 
will need room for food. Each Across clue not used in 
(1) has one incorrect letter, which must be corrected 
before solving. In clue order, the incorrect letters will 
say where the food is; the correct letters will say what 
food we might find there, bearing the words from (2).
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(1) Eleven answers must be entered with three letters in 
a single unchecked square; when the grid is complete, 
these will form a map (with indications of how to orient 
it) showing the location of our current HQ, my proposed 
new HQ, and what is in between.     


